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“Compensation? I don’t care about that!” Leon sniffed. 

“Then what do you want?” Orvald asked apprehensively. 

“It’s very simple. Didn’t you say 

you would cripple me and take my method and treasures? Then, I’ll do a

s you want. I’ll cripple your strength and make you feel the consequence

s of your greed!” Leon sneered. 

After that, he started to walk forward toward Torvald 

and the others. Every step he took was like a heavy blow to Orvald and t

he others.  

“We’re done for.” Orvald and the others paled. Their hearts sank to 

the depths. 

Strength was the foundation of a martial artist. If their strength was take

n away by Leon, then they would become a cripple and lose everything. 

They could not accept paying a price like that! 

“Chester, three of you flee with Sean! We’ll split up!” Orvald immediate

ly decided as he ordered the guards. 

“Yes.” The three guards acknowledged the order. They did not hesitate f

or a moment as they immediately grabbed Sean and Lilith and fled. 

At the same time, the four other guards fled the other way with Orvald. 

“Despicable!” Leon never expected them to split up 

to run. His expression sank. 

He could not go two places at once. 

As for Benedict, Vincent, and the others, they were too weak to help him

 pursue either side. 



“Whatever, I’ll get the little one first!” Leon hesitated for a moment befo

re he immediately ran after Sean. 

Orvald’s hand was already crippled, so Orvald had already paid the price

. There was no need for him to be that ruthless. 

On the other hand, Sean had tried to force the Shears to marry Cynthia to

 Theodore. It was an incredibly despicable action. He needed to seek just

ice for Cynthia and the Shears! 

“I can’t believe the Lapwoods from Sky County would run away like do

gs. This is quite sad.” 

“Leon is just an absolute monster. He’s so young, but his strength is unfa

thomable.” 

“Whether it’s the Northern King, the Fields, or the Lapwoods, no one ha

s ever made an enemy of him and come out of it well. We should all be c

areful.” 

Looking at Leon scaring the Lapwoods away like that, the major forces 

were all lamenting the fact amongst one another. All of them started to l

ook at Leon with fear and respect. 

From that moment on, Leon had turned into the undisputed king of Sprin

gfield City. No one would ever underestimate Leon for 

being an orphan anymore! 

“How did this happen…‘ 

Walter and the Fields felt their hearts freeze at the sight. 

The Lapwoods were their most powerful allies. They had thought that L

eon would be easily dealt with with the help of the Lapwoods! 



Yet, not only had the Lapwoods failed to do anything to Leon, the strong

est of the Lapwoods, Orvald, had been crippled by Leon. In the end, the 

Lapwoods had abandoned them. 

It was obvious how hopeless they felt. 
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“No…” 

Sean was 

absolutely terrified when he saw that Leon was coming in his direction. 

It was not just him. The guards were terrified as well. 

Even though the three of them were stronger than Leon, they were all he

avily injured. They also had Sean and Lilith there as burdens.  

Lilith was not even a Supreme Master. It drastically slowed them down. 

In just a few moments, Leon quickly started to catch up to them. 

“Lilith, don’t blame me for this.” 

Looking at the worsening situation, Sean steeled his heart. Before Lilith 

could react, he suddenly let go of Lilith’s wrist. 

The pair was husband and 

wife, but that meant nothing in the face of great danger. 

For the sake of his life, he was forced to give up on Lilith. 

“Dear, you…” 

Lilith was completely stunned. She stood there and watched as Sean fled

, unable to believe her eyes. 



Since she was very beautiful, Sean had always treated her very well. Eve

r since they got married, they’ve always had a good relationship. 

Never in her dreams would she expect Sean to leave her alone like that. 

At that moment, her heart felt very cold. 

Leon was not someone ruthless, and his main goal was Sean. He did not 

even spare Lilith a look as he rushed past her, continuing toward Sean an

d the others. 

Without Lilith to burden them, Sean and the guards sped up a lot more. 

They were starting to pull away from 

Leon. 

“You’re trying to run? It won’t be that easy!” Leon sneered. He already 

made the decision to seek justice for the Shears and Cynthia. There was 

no way he would just watch as Sean fled! 

At that moment, he raised his hand, and over ten needles shot out with in

credible force at Sean and the 

others. 

None of them expected Leon to have any 

hidden weapons. By the time they reacted, the needles had already found

 their target, striking the men’s backs. 

The guards were all at the advanced Overlord State and above. They rea

cted very quickly, immediately turning around to destroy the needles. 

However, Sean was not that lucky. He was only a peak Supreme Master.

 He was too weak. He only managed to strike two of the needles. The thi

rd flew past and struck his shoulder. 

Sean hissed as he stumbled, almost falling to the ground. 



Taking the chance, Leon leaped into the air, jumping past the four of the

m and landing in front of them, cutting their path of retreat. 

“Crap!” 

Sean’s expression darkened at the sight of Leon. He never dreamed that 

he would still fall into Leon’s hands, even after doing so much. 

“Sean, it’s time to accept 

your fate!” Leon said coldly as he charged forward with incredible stren

gth. 

“Solomon, three of you hold him back…” 

Sean paled. He turned around to flee right after saying that. 
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“Brat, take this!” The three of them clenched their teeth as they charged 

at Leon.  

However, they were still scared from Leon’s attack just now, so their att

acks felt incredibly powerless. 

Of course, the energy was Leon’s greatest trump card. He only 

had two left. There was no way he would waste 

them on those three. 

Furthermore, he did not need it when his opponents were heavily injured

! 

“Just lie down!” Leon shouted as he punched forward, using Double Att

ack at Solomon and Eric. 

Bang! Bang! 



With two intense clashes, there was no way Solomon and Eric would be 

able to break through Leon’s 

defenses. 

Right after that, they were sent flying by Leon just like before. 

At the same time, Chester attacked. 

Leon remained calm. He stepped forward and tried to use his Mirror of S

overeign to block the attack. 

Chester knew that Leon had a treasure protecting him, so Chester tried to

 pull off a feint. 

Unfortunately, he was heavily injured, so he was much slower than usual

.  

Taking the chance, Leon struck out with incredible force at Chester’s ch

est. 

Chester could do nothing but barely block Leon’s attack. 

The results were obvious. He was sent flying by Leon’s 

second strike, just like the other two had. 

After dealing with the three of them, Leon did not hesitate. He shot forw

ard like an arrow, quickly charging in Sean’s direction. 

As he got closer and closer to Sean, he punched out with incredible force

, aiming for Sean’s back. 

“I’m done for…” 

Feeling the immense power behind him, Sean immediately 

rolled on the floor, barely avoiding Leon’s attack. 



However, he could avoid the first 

attack, but not the second one. He was immediately struck by Leon’s se

cond wave of energy. 

Sean spat out a mouthful of blood as he rolled a few times on the ground

. 

Right after that, he had not even been able to get up before Leon appeare

d in front of him, stepping on his chest and stopping him from moving. 

“Sean, it’s over now!” 

Leon had a cold glint in his eyes. He looked at Sean and prepared to crip

ple Sean’s power. 

“No…” 

“Leon, I already know my mistakes. Please don’t take away my strength.

 If you let me go this time, I’ll do 

anything,” Sean said in fear and shock. 

“It’s already too late to apologize! You should leave all those words for 

your next life!” Leon smiled in disdain. He ruthlessly slammed his fist in

to Sean’s Energy Sea Point, crippling Sean’s power. 

Even though Cynthia was not his girlfriend, Cynthia 

was still second to Iris in his eyes! 

Sean should never have helped the Fields against the Shears. He should 

not have forced Cynthia to marry 

Theodore! 

It had thoroughly angered Leon! 

He had just taken away Sean’s power. Sean was already lucky he was no

t killed! 
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After crippling Sean’s strength, Leon looked over at where Orvald and t

he others had fled. They were already far away, and it would be impossi

ble for him to catch up. 

Even though he was unhappy about it, there was nothing he could do. 

Meanwhile, Orvald and the others let out sighs 

of relief when they saw Leon could not pursue them. They suddenly felt 

happy about escaping such a dangerous situation. 

Before they could properly feel happy about it, something happened. 

“What a bunch of hooligans! You’re trying to flee after doing whatever 

you want in Springfield 

City? Do you think the Dragon Corps here is just for show?!” 

An old and stent voice was suddenly heard everywhere. 

There was an incredibly strong amount of energy 

and power in that voice. It was like a lion’s 

roar that was targeting right at Orvald and the others. 

All of them spat out mouthfuls of blood as if they had been struck by 

a heavy blow. 

At the same time, Master Haslewood appeared with Mark and Cara. The

re were also over a dozen guards 

behind them. 

It was obvious that the voice just now belonged to the old man. 

“The Dragon Corps is here!” 

“How strong!” 



Other than Leon, everyone else was shocked to see Haslewood using onl

y his voice to injure the Lapwoods. They were deeply shaken by his stre

ngth! 

Orvald, in particular, was even more shocked! 

Based on what he knew, cities like Springfield City would usually only h

ave advanced or peak Overlord State martial artists as part of their Drag

on Corps. That was why he came here so fearlessly. 

Yet, the guards he brought with him had actually 

been injured by just that old man’s voice alone. That was several times 

stronger than him! 

He could not understand why the Dragon Corps here would have such a 

powerful person! 

Of course, he did not know that Master Haslewood’s condition was spec

ial. He had been sent over to 

recuperate by the main office. There was no one like him in the other citi

es. 

He did not even know that the attack Leon used just now had been given

 by Master Haslewood! 

He had just been incredibly unlucky. Otherwise, there was no way he wo

uld have lost to Leon, and there was no way he would have failed to eve

n escape! 

“Mark, have all these Lapwoods captured. They’ll be punished by 

the Dragon Corps!” Master Haslewood said 

coldly. 

“Yes.” Mark acknowledged before he led the guards over, capturing the 

Lapwoods, including Lilith. 



Orvald and the others had ashen looks on their faces. They would natural

ly not dare to fight back against the Dragon Corps. 

It was not like they stood a chance anyway. 

Thankfully, none of them had any fatal injuries. Even if they were captur

ed by the Dragon Corps, they would probably just end up contined for a 

few months. 

It was already a silver lining! 
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“Master, why are you here?” 

Leon walked over while Mark was capturing all of them.  

“I came over to settle the matter for you in case you cause any trouble ag

ain,” he replied calmly. 

The Dragon Corps was responsible for maintaining order in the martial 

world. Even though The Lapwoods had helped the Fields against the She

ars, the matter had not caused that much trouble, so the Dragon Corps di

d not know about it. 

It was only when Orvald suddenly came to Springfield City himself as s

omeone in the Emperor State did the Dragon Corps get alerted! 

So, Master Haslewood and the others rushed over immediately. 

Of course, he knew that he had given Leon enough to survive. The Lapw

oods would not be able to do anything to Leon, but the Lapwoods had sti

ll crossed the line in trying to interfere with Springfield City. They had b

roken the laws of the martial world, so the Dragon Corps needed to puni

sh the Lapwoods! 



He was also a little worried that Leon would use his power to kill someo

ne in anger. Since there was no death on the scene, he breathed a sigh of 

relief. 

“How could I? I don’t want to visit you guys again.” Leon laughed dryly

. 

“Brat, I’ve already heard about your grudges with the Fields from Cara. 

There’s always merit to being kind. I hope you show some mercy,” Mast

er Haslewood did not forget to say. 

“Yes, I understand.” Leon nodded. 

He knew that 

he was being warned against taking any lives for no reason. He was not s

omeone who enjoyed killing the innocent, so that warning had not been 

needed. 

“Also, when you’re free, come over to visit us. I have something I want t

o talk to you about,” Master Haslewood said. 

“Yes, I will,” Leon answered quickly. 

After that, the Dragon Corps left. 

“Everything is over!” 

“The Fields are really done for now…” 

Looking at the Lapwoods leave, everyone turned their attention to the Fi

elds after that. 

At that moment, Walter and the others looked incredibly ashen and hope

less! 

They had lost their most reliable allies. They had already lost on all front

s! 



“Leon, how will we deal with the Fields?” Benedict asked. 

The Fields had always been mortal enemies of the Shears. After being fo

rced to do all of that, Benedict’s hatred for the Fields was already at its li

mits. He even wanted to kill them at that moment! 

However, the Shears had only managed to emerge victorious thanks to L

eon. He needed to see what Leon wanted to do first. 

“All of the direct descendants will have their power taken away! As for e

veryone else, they will have three days to liquidate all their assets. After 

that, they’re to leave Springfield City and never come back!” Leon said 

coldly. 

He was not a ruthless person. On top of that, he had been warned earlier 

as well. In the end, he only severely punished the direct descendants. 

The rest were just following orders. There was no reason for him to be to

o cruel. 

“What?” 

When the rest of them heard that, they could not believe their ears. 

They thought they would have everything taken away from them and get

 kicked out of 

Springfield City, but Leon was letting them off so easily. He was even al

lowing them to liquidate their assets! 

It was amazing news to them! 

It was obvious how happy they were! 

Suddenly all of the ones who 

were not direct descendants started to kneel down in front of Leon! 

“Mister Wolf, thank you for your mercy.” All of them started to thank L

eon emotionally. 



The direct descendants were in a completely different 

state. Walter, Theodore, and the others looked like their hearts had froze

n! 

Walter, in particular, looked like he had aged ten years. 

At that moment, he regretted everything. He was constantly regretting o

pposing Leon. Otherwise, there was no way they would fall to this level! 

Unfortunately, no matter how much he regretted it, it was already too lat

e! 
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After dealing with the Fields, Leon left everything to Benedict, Elder Yo

ung, and the others to deal with. He brought Iris and Cynthia with him as

 he left the place. Ruth invited herself along, getting in the car with them

. 

“Cynthia, I asked you to prepare the materials I need for the Pure Energy

 Pills before this. How are your preparations?” Leon asked, 

“Yes, everything’s already prepared.” Cynthia nodded. 

“Good, let’s go over to refine them right now,” Leon said eagerly. 

Ever since his Sage Art reached the Foundation Stage, he was able to ma

ke Advanced Pure Energy Pills. It was able to help Semi Overlord State 

martial artists get to the Overlord State. 

Other than that, the stronger he was, the better the pills he made. 

He already took a Dragon Pill, and his Sage Art had temporarily risen to 

the Advanced Foundation Phase. Before the effects of the Dragon Pill w

ere gone, he wanted to refine the Advanced Pure Energy Pills quickly. 



Then, the effects of the pills would be at their best. It would not just be a

ble to help Semi Overlord State martial artists get to the Overlord State. 

It would even greatly help Overlord State martial artists! 

At the courtyard at Shear Mansion, Leon, Cynthia, and the others took th

e materials and headed to the peak of the mountain. 

This was where Leon had refined his pills in the past. The furnace, Ener

gy Convergence Circle, and other things were all already there, so he co

uld start at any time. 

Since time was of the essence, Leon did not want to delay things. He lit 

up the furnace and put the pendant at the center, activating the Energy C

onvergence Circle. 

As the circle activated, the 

spiritual energy around the mountain slowly turned 

into a vortex, shooting right into his body. 

Cynthia was already used to the sight of the Energy Convergence Circle,

 but Iris and Ruth had never 

seen Leon refining pills before. The two of them widened their eyes, feel

ing like they had seen something completely new to them! 

After everything was ready, Leon took out the Snow Lotus and put it int

o the furnace. After that, he took the materials that were in Cynthia’s han

ds and put them into the furnace one by one. 

After that, he started to work on his skills, guiding the pure spiritual ener

gy gathered by the Energy Convergence Circle into the furnace, controlli

ng the fusion of the various attributes within the furnace. 

After a long time, there was a buzz. 

With the fusion of all the materials inside, the furnace started to shake sli

ghtly. The pills had been formed, and there was a mild fragrance in the a

ir. 



“It’s done!” Leon had a happy look on his face as he slowly pulled back 

the spiritual energy. He walked forward and opened the lid. There were 

over forty round Pure Energy Pills within. 

The shape and size looked more or less like Basic Pure Energy Pills, but 

the color was much brighter. The energy within was much denser and pu

rer than Basic Pure energy Pills as well. 
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“Leon, are these the Advanced Pure Energy Pills? Can they really get so

meone from the Semi Overlord State to the Overlord State?” Ruth walke

d forward and asked curiously. 

She knew of the effects of the Basic Pure Energy Pills, and she had one 

before as well. It had helped her become an advanced Supreme Master w

hile she was still an intermediate Supreme Master. 

However, Advanced Pure Energy Pills were much better than the basic o

nes. It could help a Semi Overlord 

State martial artist reach the Overlord State! 

She felt like Leon’s alchemy skills were a bit unbelievable! 

“Yes, that’s right! The Advanced Pure Energy Pills I made this time are 

particularly effective. Even Overlord State martial artists will be greatly 

helped if they have them!” Leon said with a smile. 

“Really? That’s great! Then give me one. I’ll let my grandfather have it l

ater. He might be able to get to the advanced Overlord State!” Ruth was 

incredibly excited. After that, she did not even wait for a response before

 she picked one for herself. 

“Is that even a gift anymore? You clearly just stole it.” Leon’s face dark

ened. 



“Come on, it’s just an Advanced Pure Energy Pill. You’re a man, why ar

e you being petty with a weak girl like me?” Ruth said in a cute manner. 

“Can you really be considered a weak girl?” Leon’s face darkened even 

more. 

However, he was just saying that on the surface. Ruth and the Collins ha

d helped him so much. Ruth had even saved Iris from Harold’s hands be

fore. 

He had already seen Ruth as a friend a long time ago. There was no way 

he would really be petty with her. 

After that, he took out a few bottles and kept all the Pure Energy Pills. 

“Iris, we hurried back from Seacove City so early in the morning today. 

You must be tired. Go back home and rest with Ruth for now! I’ll go see

 Elder Shear and the rest of the family with Cynthia 

and try to settle our grievances,” Leon said seriously. 

He knew very well that, even though he had helped Cynthia escape a ma

rriage with Theodore and helped the Shears topple the Fields, it was sepa

rate from their existing grudges. 

He still needed to do a lot more to resolve things with the Shears. 

“Yes, alright.” Iris nodded in agreement. After that, they went down the 

hill together and split up. 

In the main hall with the Shears, Benedict, and the others returned home 

after dealing with the Fields. All of them gathered in the hall to discuss 

what they needed to do in the future. 

At that moment, both lines of direct descendants were there, including th

e few elders of the family. All of them were happy about eliminating the 

Fields, but they had looks of worry on their faces as well. 



“Grandfather, what do we do about Cynthia and Leon?” Harvey could n

ot help but ask, voicing out the concerns of everyone there. 

Since Leon and Iris were already back together, the Shears could definit

ely not accept Leon again. There was 

no way they would allow Cynthia to join Leon and Iris either! 

However, Leon saved Cynthia and rescued the Shears this time. It would

 be inappropriate for them to continue viewing Leon as an enemy. 

However, it would be far too absurd if they actually took a step back and

 allowed Cynthia to be with Leon! 

None of them could accept something like that! 
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Chapter 1248 

“I…” 

Benedict had an uncertain look on his face. He got out of his seat and sta

rted pacing around, finding it hard to make a decision. 

He had the same view as everyone else. Whether it was in consideration 

of the family’s name or even just as the family itself, he would never all

ow Cynthia to be with Leon on such vague terms! 

However, he knew that Cynthia had deep feelings for Leon, so much so t

hat it did not seem likely that it would ever go away. On top of that, Leo

n had saved the Shears this time. If he continued to split Cynthia and Le

on apart forcibly, it would just be too cruel! 

Suddenly, he felt like he was caught in a difficult position. He did not kn

ow what to do. 



“Dad, debts are debts, while grievances are grievances. They’re two diff

erent things! Why don’t we 

return Cynthion Group to Leon? That would be a way to repay our debts

! However, I will never agree to Cynthia and him!” Brad said firmly. 

As Cynthia’s father, there was no way he would allow his daughter to be

 with Leon on such vague terms! 

That would be no different from being a mistress. It was preposterous! 

He was definitely the one most firmly opposed to all of this! 

“Yes, Brad is right!” 

“This is a good middle ground to take!” 

Everyone there, whether it was the elders or Tomas, expressed their agre

ement. 

When things between Leon and the Shears soured, Leon returned Cynthi

on Group to them as a way to make amends. 

However, they knew that Leon’s skills in alchemy were immense. Only 

Cynthion Group would be able to 

make the most use of Leon’s skills!  

If they returned the company to Leon, it would be a way to repay 

Leon. Then, they would not owe each other. 

anything! 

“That’s a good idea.” Benedict thought about it for a moment. He was o

n board with Brad’s idea. 

However, he knew very well of Cynthia’s feelings for Leon. Cynthia wo

uld never agree to draw the line with 



Leon! 

This was still a very difficult problem! 

“That’s right. Harvey, wasn’t Cynthia with you the whole time? Where i

s she? Why isn’t she here?” Brad looked at Harvey and asked. 

“That…” 

“When the incident with the Fields happened, Cynthia left with Iris and 

Leon. I don’t know where they are right now,” Harvey answered. 

“What? That despicable Leon! Just because he saved us, he didn’t even 

bother saying anything before he brought Cynthia away. There’s not eve

n a trace of them right now! Does he really think he owns us now?!” Bra

d was furious. He slammed the table and stood up. 

It was not just him. The others had serious looks on their faces as well. 

Even though Leon had saved them, Leon had still constantly snuck 

in to meet Cynthia in private before. He had even ‘kidnapped‘ Cynthia i

n broad daylight this time. It was like he held no regard for the Shears at 

all! 

Suddenly, they felt a lot of anger in their hearts. They were even more re

solved not to let Cynthia ruin her life 

in Leon’s hands! 

“Harvey, give Cynthia a call right now. Ask her to 

come back this instant…” Brad said furiously. 

“There’s no need! I’m already back with Cynthia,” At that moment, Leo

n’s voice was heard as he walked into the hall with Cynthia. 
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Leon and Cynthia’s appearance calmed the Shears down a bit. 

“Leon, there’s a difference between man and woman! You’re already on

e of the most notable people in Springfield City right now. I hope you’ll 

pay more attention to your actions. Please distance yourself from my dau

ghter!” Brad said rudely, not bothering to be polite with Leon. 

“That…” 

Leon felt a bit awkward at Brad’s words. He did not know how to answe

r. 

“Dad, what are you doing? We only managed to avoid 

disaster today thanks to Leon. 

Even if there are some conflicts between us, there’s no need to attack hi

m like that!” Cynthia said unhappily. 

“I know! All of us are very thankful that he helped us this time! Howeve

r, that doesn’t mean he can try to have more than one girl at once, seduci

ng my daughter without fear!” Brad said angrily. 

“I…” 

Cynthia’s face reddened. She felt herself rendered speechless. 

“Mister Shear, please calm down.” 

Leon took a deep breath and said sincerely, “Yes, it was my fault that I c

anceled the 

engagement last time. I came here to make up for my actions. I hope to e

arn your forgiveness.” 

“Forgiveness? There’s no need! We’ll be happy as long as you distance 

yourself from my daughter!” Brad said coldly. 

“Brad is right, we don’t care for any empty apologies!” 

The others agreed. 



All they wanted was for Leon to leave Iris and return to Cynthia. As lon

g as Leon was not willing to do that, then everything else was just empty

! 

“Dad, don’t be in such a hurry to reject 

it! Leon actually made some Advanced Pure Energy Pills to resolve the 

problems between us. He’s planning on giving the family a few! It will h

elp our Semi Overlord State members reach the Overlord State immediat

ely!” Cynthia said in a hurry. 

“Cynthia, what did you say? The Advanced Pure Energy Pills will help u

s reach the Overlord State?” The elders were shocked to hear that. 

They were suddenly much more interested in Leon’s proposition. 

“Yes, that’s right! These Advanced Pure Energy Pills I made this time w

ill not only help Semi Overlord State martial artists reach the Overlord st

ate, even those at the Overlord State will see a significant increase in the

ir strength!” 

“Elder Shear, there are a total of seven pills here. It’s a form of apology f

rom me to all of you. I hope you’ll accept it,” As Leon said that, he took 

out a bottle and passed it over. 

He knew that the Shears had seven Semi Overlord State elders. Benedict

 and Tomas were at the Overlord State as well. The Advanced Pure Ener

gy Pills would help all of them a lot. 

So, he gave seven pills to the Shears. 

“That…” 

The elders exchanged looks of excitement with each other. 

The Overlord State was their greatest wish and 

dream. The dream was right in front of them. As long as they accepted L

eon’s apology, they could use those pills to reach the Overlord State! 



At that moment, they were all obviously tempted! 

“I think we can talk about this…” 

The elders let out smiles 

on their faces. Their attitudes were suddenly completely different. 
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Bang! 

Looking at the elders being tempted, Tomas immediately stood up and sl

ammed his hand on the table before Benedict could react. 

“What’s there to discuss? Are we really going to toss away our reputatio

n for a few pills?!” Tomas said angrily. 

Cynthia was 

the treasured daughter of the Shears. If she continued to be with Leon an

d Iris, willingly becoming Leon’s mistress, it would completely destroy t

he reputation of the Shears when word got out! 

Even he would not agree to that, let alone Brad and Benedict! 

“Uncle is right! There’s no room for negotiation with regard to this!” Br

ad stood up and said with resolve as well. 

“Everyone, it’s not just the Pure Energy Pills, I have an Advanced Powe

r class method to give you as 

an apology as well,” Leon hurriedly said, taking a book out. 

He had gotten Cynthia to retrieve some 

pen and paper after he finished refining the Pure Energy Pills to write th

e method down. The goal was to show his 

sincerity to the Shears to dissolve the conflict between. 



them. 

Naturally, after what happened with the Lapwoods, practically everyone 

in Springfield City knew that he had an Advanced Power class method. 

He no longer had any need to hide it. 

Of course, he would never reveal the fact that 

he had an Absolute Method. Otherwise, he would end up inviting death! 

So, he merely gave 

the Shears a Power Method for the moment. Once he was stronger, he w

ould think about giving an Absolute Method to the Shears! 

“What? You’re giving us an Advanced Power class Method? Are you se

rious?!” 

Tomas and the elders were completely shocked when they saw the book 

in Leon’s hand. Their jaws were about to drop to the ground. 

Advanced Power class methods were incredibly rare. It was something t

hat could not be found even with 

money. 

The Lapwoods had even mobilized Orvald himself to get it from Leon, b

ut they had been beaten back and left without anything! 

Leon was actually giving the method to the Shears without any promptin

g. It really was a tremendous gift! 

Suddenly, they were completely shocked. They had been moved by Leo

n’s sincerity! 

“Leon, are you really going to give us an Advanced Power class method

?” Benedict immediately stood up. He could no longer remain calm whe

n faced with something so valuable! 

“Yes, I’m absolutely serious!” Leon nodded. 



He had always regretted ruining things with the Shears. If Absolute Met

hods would cause him that much 

trouble, he would not have minded giving them one either! 

“Brother, there are no grudges that can’t be resolved! I think that we sho

uld give him a chance, since he’s so sincere!” Tomas said in a righteous 

manner after he snapped back to reality. He was acting completely 

different from before. 

 
 


